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a fly
comes to taste ...   
his wound
Lowell uses an appropriate image to convey her message. Although it is not stated in general terms, it is implied unmistakably. McClintock simply brings the reader as close as possible to the experience itself. There is no message or special meaning. There is only the attempt to recreate reality as the poet perceived it.
I believe that it is this "free allowance of varying response" which makes haibun possible for McClintock. Only with poems left as open-ended as his haiku can the sort of linking with prose passages essential to haibun be ef· fected. Poem and prose do not explain or summarize each other: rather, each recreates another experience, which, juxtaposed with its counterpart, becomes the sum total of what the piece tries to present.
Let us return to "Statement and Suggestion in Haiku." There McClintock believes that haiku makes a statement, but of a particular kind. It must present precisely a particular object or experience, but this statement cannot be assertive, judgmental, or argumentative. At the other extreme, it cannot say too much, or else there is nothing for the reader to complete. This is where suggestion comes in. Basho himself criticized one of his pupils for writing a haiku which said everything about its subject, leaving no room for imagination. A good haiku, then,must strike a balance between statement and suggestion. It must be ambiguous enough to invite the reader's participation, but clear enough to direct this participation. For if a haiku is too vague, McClintock warns,
then it invites to be figured out by the intellect rather than fulfilled by the undivided mind. Figuring out a thing and fulfilling it are two distinct processes. The former demands that the reader construct a harmony out of chaos (which would seem more properly the poet's work)while the latter demands that he complete the harmony that is already constructed or established (the poet's work being done). (55)
This is a crucial distinction, and one that is difficultf or many Western readers to make. Unaccustomed to poetry which demands their participation, they criticize it as ambiguous, vague, and open-ended. But McClintock be· lieves that, if the proper balance is found, this kind of poetry leads to another realm of thought entirely.
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